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Abstract:
Recent E802 pion correlation data on central Si+Au reactions at 14.6 AGeV/c are
analyzed. We show that the projected one dimensional pion correlation functions are
consistent with widely different decoupling space-time geometries due to uncertain-
ties in the long lived resonance production. In particular Ri •= r = 4.6 fm without
resonances and R\. - 3.5 T = 2 fm with Lund resonance abundance provide equally
good descriptions of the C{q±) data. To test the enhanced sensitivity of two dimen-
sional correlation functions to the underlying dynamics, we perform a 2P x2 analysis
oiC(q±,qi). We find an unexpected ridge of high x2 along 91 - qc due to systematic
tilting of the experimental correlation function upward in the (91,91) plane. Even
after including that extra degree of freedom, however, the minimum xJ geometries are
found to provide only a poor fit. We discuss future work required to improve this
situation. Finally, we review the advantages of kaon interferometry and discuss novel
aspects of K,K, interferometry as a probe of strangeness distillation.

1 Introduction

Pion and kaon interferometry aims to exploit interference effects caused by Bose symmetriza-
tion to probe the space-time geometry of high energy hadronic and nuclear reactions. In this
work, we report recent results of a continuing study [l|-[5] of like-pion or like-kaon correlation
functions,
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where Pn denotes the n (identical) boson inclusive distributions, and ATn is the inverse of
the normalized nth factorial moment of the multiplicity distribution. We have emphasized in
[2] that a direct geometrical interpretation of the interference pattern is only possible in the
semi-classical limit and in the absence of correlations between the spatial and momentum
coordinates. Only in such idealised cases is Ci(k,,k}) directly related to the space-time
density, p{x), of pion emission points through

Ci(k,,kJ) = l + A|/»(*i-*2)li . (2)

where p(q) — /<f4xe"'Ip(i)1 and where the incoherence or chaoticity parameter A = 1.
However, in all actual cases involving high energy reactions, strong correlations between x
and Ic exist which distort the interference pattern. The analysis of correlation functions
can therefore only be performed in the context of specific dynamical models. Even though
model independent analysis is not possible, the analysis of small relative momentum pion
and kaon correlations is important because those correlations are sensitive to the phase
space correlations predicted by transport models[7, 8|, which are otherwise not tested in
other inclusive measurements.

In Ref.[2) we derived via the Wigner density formalism, the interference pattern induced
by Bose symmetrization for an arbitrary decoupling phase-space distribution, as predicted
by Monte Carlo event generators:

D(x,p) = ( í« ( í -* / )«*(?-P/ ) ) . (3)

where (z/,p/) are the phase space coordinates of the pions (or kaons) at their decoupling
times xj. Note that D is normalized a s / d*xd4pD(x,p) = 1. We emphasize that D does NOT
correspond to the one body phase space density, / (x ,p, Í), at any one time, t, because the
production and final interaction times of the pions fluctuates over a wide range. Neglecting
dynamical two particle correlations but allowing arbitrary correlations among the eight phase
space coordinates, the n-pion inclusive distribution function can be expressed as(2, 3]

(4)
o 1=1

where <r = (<7i,...,<7n) runs over the n! permutations of indices Including Coulomb distor-
tions, the two-particle correlation function reduces to

(5)

where x(ç) = ( í t / í ) / ( e« ' / í - l ) is the Gamow factor with i c = 2namnnA q = (-(*,-*,)»)•/».
The complex amplitude G(k\, k2) is a wavepacket smoothed Fourier transform of D given

by
sir r i. \ / J4_.j4_rv.» •,^*l91-tf*^*a/2J*(p-^)^/2Ap^ _̂  /«wx/--Kpz/Ap \ / c \

where &p is the rrns uncertainty in the final momentum of the particle at decoupling for
a minimal Gaussian wavepacket with AxAp = 1/2 and q - k\ - fcj and K - \{kx + fc2).
The last form above is particularly well suited to Monte Carlo calculations which produce



a sequence of discrete points (x/,py) corresponding to the last interaction point and final
momentum of each particle, event by event. The interference pattern obviously depends not
only on the break-up phase-space distribution, D(x,p), but in general also on the quantal
production dynamics characterized by Ap. In the true semi-classical limit the inclusive
distributions become independent of Ap. However, this must be tested in every case by
varying that parameter.

The effects of long lived resonances can also be included in the semi-classical approximation]!,
2]. Note that the pion freeze-out coordinates, i^, is related to its parent resonance freeze-out
coordinates, ij*, through i / = xr + urr, where uj* is the resonance four velocity at break-up
and T is the proper time of its decay. Summing over resonances r of widths Pr, and averaging
over their decay proper times, we obtain finally

G(fc|,fc2) w (2J / , - / , ( ] - tq«r/rr) exp(i<jz, - Jf/v/Ap2)) , (7)
r

where /»-/, is the fraction of the observed ir"'s arising from the decay of a resonance of type
r.

In terms of G, the single inclusive distribution is Pi(k) oe G(k,k). Therefore, the width
Ap of the wavepackets is constrained by the measured width of the single inclusive distribu-
tions. The longitudinal momentum width grows as y/t at high energies and thus all depen-
dence on Ap, drops out in that limit. However, the limited transverse momentum leading
to (pi) ~ 03 GeV/c provides a severe constraint on Apx < (pj.). Of course we cannot take
Apx = 0 either because, in order to resolve a given R± we must have Axj. ~ 1/Api <& iZj..
Thus, the dependence of the quanta! dynamics only drops out if 1/R± -C Apj. -C (pi)-
In practice this requires R > 1 fm. In the true semiclassical limit, Ri(px) > 1 and we
do not have to consider such quantal details. Unfortunately in high energy reactions with
strongly correlated spatial-momentum correlations, this dependence on quantal aspects of
the production dynamics cannot be neglected.

We recall here that for a realistic inside-outside cascade distribution[3]

£p)i3(Pi) • (8)

where r{t,z) = (t2 - z2)i is the freeze-out proper time, and

r, = i!og((< + z)/(i - z)) , y = i log((£ + pt)l{E - p.)) , (9)

are the space-time and momentum rapidity variables which are strongly correlatedflj within
a range AT/ « 0.8. The Gaussian rapidity distribution accounts for the non-uniform rapidity
density found experimentally. The rms transverse radius, Rlt at decoupling and the rms
decoupling proper time, AT, are the space time geometrical parameters that we hope to
extract from the interference pattern. Th transverse momentum delta function represents a
specific model whereby the final observed transverse distribution is due entirely to the finite
wavepackets of the produced pions!

For kinematics with mu = mu - mx and Sy - yt - jfa small, we showed that in this
case the correlation function has the approximate analytic form

c(ku k,)«i + - - - - _ - — J L t [ w - (io)



It is obvious from the above that the interference pattern as a function of the rapidity
difference depends then not only on the geometrical quantity, AT 2 , characterizing the freeze-
out proper time distribution but also on the width, Ai; of the rj — y correlation as well on
the width, Yc of the finite rapidity distribution and the wavepacket size. 1 he y', Ye, Ap are
fortunately constrained by the measured inclusive distribution

P,(A) « (? (* ,* )« € ^Te-^ml1'* (11)

where T = Ap2/m is the effective transverse mass slope. However AT and A17 are convoluted
in their effect on the two particle correlations. In [3j it was shown that the correlations are
rather sensitive to A7 in the case that long lived resonances are ignored.

The main distortion however was shown in [1, 3] to be due to long lived resonances. The
Lund model gives /«-/,<„«« « 0.19, / . - / p « 0.40, /„-/„ » 0.16, and /„ - /* . w 0.09, and
f-,-it) — 0.04, /•»-/,,' = 0.046. These ratios are relatively independent of energy in the Lund
model. The data[9] on resonance production at AGS energies is unfortunately rather sparse.
What exists tend to indicate much smaller resonance abundance at AGS energies.

In the present study our aim is to determine whether the two extreme dynamical models
with no resonance production or full Lund resonance production can be differentiated via
the two pion correlations. We try to find the optimal values of RL and T = AT fixing
AT; = 0.8 from [1, 8] and Ye = 0.7, y ^ = 0 and Ap2/m = 0.17 GeV from the inclusive
pion distributions^ 0). In both cases we insist on fixing X — 1. As we have repeatedly
emphasized in [lj-[3], any fit to data treating A as a free parameter is to be distrusted
because in any finite resolution experiment the correlation functions projected on one or two
dimensional manifolds necessarily leads to A •' 1 even though C(0, K) = 2. By treating A as
an independent fit parameter, the fitted geometrical parameters are distorted by an amount
depending on details of binning and acceptance cuts of the experiment.

The only proper way to compare a dynamical model with such projected data is to
perform the projection on the theory first via

where A% is the experimental binning and acceptance function. Above P3 and P\ are the
theoretical input distributions which are filtered and distorted through the experimental
cuts and acceptance. Unfortunately, the lack of knowledge of A2 is often a source of addi-
tional error that is difficult to control. Ideally, A2 should be a subroutine provided by the
experimentalists with suitable error bars to enable an estimate of the convolution error. A
limitation of the following numerical study, is that we approximate A3 by an idealized form
discussed below.

It is important to note that because of this projection, Coulomb corrections do not in
general factor out of the integral. Only if the experimental resolution, Aj, as a function
of q is much higher than the width of the Coulomb hole, qe = Irom., and the variation of
the interference is much broader that the bin widths can such an experimental correction
be done unambiguously. In general, for a particular model it is always safer to correct the
theory and then integrate via (12) and compare to raw data. We will show below evidence
for the non-Abelian nature of this Coulomb correction.



2 One dimensional projection C{q±)

The new data[6] on central Si + Au —» •**' + X is shown in Fig. 1. The top two panels
(a,b) show data corrected for acceptance but not corrected for Coulomb. The calculated
curves therefore include the Gamow factor (hence labeled Gamow ON). The lower panels
(c,d) show data corrected for Coulomb distortions using the mean Gamow factor for each
bin in a two dimensional binning of the roiucidence data Í flowed by a projection onlo the
9x = |kj.i — kj.i| axis. The left side (a,c) shows the calculated correlation function in three
different assumption about the resonance fractions assuming fij. = 3.5 fm and T = 2 fm.
The three curves correspond to (1) no resonance production (direct pions only) (2) 1/10
the fraction of Lund resonances, and (3) resonance abundance as predicted via the Lund
model[8). On the right hand side (b,d) we consider another geometry with RT = T = 4.6 fm.

All calculation were performed using the Monte Carlo importance sampling method via
the CERES program developed in [1]. The acceptance function was assumed to be of ideal-
ized form

jM«i;k,,ka) = i1,(k,M,(ka)f(0.005 < lit,, - * „ ! < 0.015)6(9i - |kn - ki2|) , (13)

with k, in the cm frame and >4,(k) = 0(0.35 - |ycm|)«(0.1 < Jfej. < 0.95) This simplified
assumption for the experimental acceptance represents a potentially major limitation of the
present analysis that will have to be improved in the future.

What is most striking in Pig 1 is that by varying the resonance degree of freedom, widely
different geometries seem compatible with the same data. Of course if the data is fit by a one
parameter Gaussian, a unique R minimizing the x1 will emerge. The point of Pig. 1 is to
show that if the dynamical degree of freedom involving resonance production is incorporated
into the analysis, then a wide range of R and r can be found to be compatible with the same
data. This is of course the same conclusion we drew in the analysis of N A35 correlation data
before in Ref.[l|. However, it bears repeating in this context especially since there is so little
experimental constraint on resonance production at AGS energies.

Note also that the effective intercept in all case is less than unity, even though in all cases
the theoretical A = 1. This shows once again that A must not be treated as an independent
fit paiameter. There is useful physical information in the effective intercept. It is sensitive
to the variation of the correlation function in the other dimensions integrated over for this
projection. In particular, we see that the full resonance fraction leads to systematically
lower intercepts than no resonance dynamics in all cases. The smallest qx bins seem more
compatible with no or 1/10 resonance cases, but the error bars on the data are too big to
draw firm conclusions. With higher statistics, however, the intercept and small q± behavior
could in principle distinguish between these extreme dynamical models.

Finally we note the effect of comparing uncorrected data to Gamow corrected theory
versus comparing Coulomb corrected data with theory incorporating Coulomb distortions.
Ideally, the two methods should yield similar conclusions as long as the Gamow approxima-
tion (rieglecting the radial dependence of the Coulomb wavefunction on a scale R) remains
valid. However, in the case of the geometry on the left side it appears that the full resonance
curve fits the Coulomb corrected data on bottom significantly better than the uncorrected
data on top. This is a warning signal that the operations do not commute. In this case, the
only proper comparison it with respect to unmolested data on top. The Gamow distortion



is theoretically unambiguous and so should be included in the theoretical calculation. The
experiment "correction" is at best approximate and should be avoided.

One may argue that the two particle acceptance correction could lead to unwanted extra
distortions. This would be the case if for example >!,(*:,, Jt2) ~ 1 - exp(-f2/fl™>) w'th the
two track resolution qn. being large. In such cases the two dimensional projected correlation
function measured experimentally via (13) could not be corrected simply by dividing each
q± and qi bin by some averaged Aj(kt,kt). In this worst of all worlds, it is only meaningful
to compare raw data with theoretical calculation folded through the experiment acceptance
function. We will not pursue the later option here due our lack of knowledge of the detailed
e802 acceptance. In principle, it is trivial however to improve the calculation as information
on Aj becomes available.

3 Two Dimensional x2 analysis
To test whether the two dimensional C(qit qt,) could be more sensitive to differences between
resonance and non-resonance dynamics, we computed the standard measure of goodness of
fit on a two dimensional grid in the (<Ji.,<Ji.) plane

The data C7,I?(i,j)±AC7tTp(t,j) areas yet unpublished and were obtained from R Morse(13]
with a dear warning of their PRELIMINARY nature. While any conclusion would be prema-
ture at this stage, we discuss here this method of analysis since it exposes a new complication
that must be dealt with. In Figure 2 we show the preliminary acceptance and Coulomb cor-
rected data in a lego plot in the kinematic region 0.005 < 91 < 0 125, 0.005 < qi < 0.105
GeV. A clear bump at gi ,gi < 0.06 GeV is obvious. The lower lego plot is the theoretical
correlation function without Gamow corrections for the geometry /Zj. - T = 4.6 fm and no
resonance production. While the bump is in the general right ballpark, the shape appears
to be different, and at large qx ~ 9t ~ 0.1 the data remain significantly above unity, where
the theory is very close to unity.

Figure 3a shows the corresponding lego plot of the X3(*>j)- The surprise is the very
high ridge near q± » qt. especially in the totally uninteresting region at high q± = qi,. On
closer inspection the problem is due mainly to the small statistical errors at high 91,91, that
amplifies the small difference between theory and experiment in a region where (7(<Ji, <JL) ~ 1-

We therefore tested whether allowing for small systematic errors causing an upward tilt
°f Ctsj)(q± 19t) * 1 + *7i + *'9t could be responsible for this ridge. To determine the tilt
slopes i,«', we minimized the global error

Minimization involves solving the linear system, dx]Mldi, - 0.
The resulting tilted x2 '* shown in Fig. 3b. While the tilt degree of freedom reduced

considerably the height of the ridge, the residual x1 •» still large every where. Averaging over



the grid, we found that for the 30 degrees of freedom

(X1) = 1 5 x (30) . (16)

The probability that this is just a statistical fluctuation is about 1/20. Therefore, we find
that although in the one dimensional plot the no-resonance fit with JZj. = r = 4.6 fm gave
a very good fit to C(q±), it seems to be a rather poor fit in 2 dimensions.

We have varied the Ax and T to see if we could lower the x* D u t failed to find a better
fit. The problem is not only in the large qx, 9L domain where systematic experimental errors
are likely the culprit, but also in the small qL,qt. < 0 04 where all the physics is supposed
to hide. Recently, R. Morse suggested that we also include an overall normalization degree
of freedom in minimising x2- Calculations along those lines is in progress. In addition,
calculations are in progress for the tilted x2 for full resonance dynamics. However, it is clear
that a better understanding of the systematic biases distorting the 2D correlation functions
will be necessary to draw more definitive Conclusions.

4 Kaon versus Pion Interferometry
In addition to ever more refined analysis of pion correlations, an independent handle on
the phase-space dynamics can be obtained by studying the interference pattern of identical
kaons. In Ref. |4j we showed that kaon interferometry provides a valuable complementary
tool to pion interferometry. The main advantage of kaons is that only the K*(892) with a
modest 1/F ~ 4 fm/c is an important source of kaons. At higher SPS energies it is know
experimentally, and the Lund model correctly accounts for the fact that about 1/2 of the
kaons are decay products of that resonance. However, the long lived U,T),T)' that plague the
pion production are absent in the kaon channel.

On the other hand a disadvantage of kaon interferometry is the large Coulomb hole <x mjr
that leads to qc « 22 MeV. Therefore, the Coulomb correction is much large and the true
signal has to be extracted from a deeper hole. In addition, because the K/r < 0.25, the
statistics of kaon pairs is much lower than for pions. As seen in Fig 1, «ven high statistics
of pion pairs data are not yet sufficient accurate to differentiate widely differing dynamical
models. Nevertheless, as a complementary probe, kaon pairs provide valuable additional
constraints.

One of the novel feature of kaon interferftraetry is that K, can used instead of Kl. In
[5], it was shown that K, — K, interferometry iar sensitive a new interference term that could
be used to search for strangeness distillation phenomena in high energy nuclear reactions.
The main physics motivational, 12], is that a system at finite baryon densities may under
certain conditions distill strange quarks by evaporating K* and Ko preferentially to K~
and ~Ko . In a quark-gluon plasma strangeness, distillation could occur if the chemical
potential of light quarks exceeds the strange quark mass. In a baryon rich hadronic gat,
the difference between o{K+j>) ~ 10 mb and o{K~p) ~ 50 mb for p,,j ~ 1 GeV can cause
a slower diffusion of the negative strangeness in high baryon density matter(12) In either
case, one expects a relative time delay between the Ko and 7T0 emission.

The new t..ist in neutral kaon interferometry is that the strong interaction dynamics
are diagonal in the strangeness basis while the weak interactions are not. Thus, in the



asymptotic CP eigenstates the relevant two kaon density matrix is a linear combination of
density matrices for different strangeness eigenvalues:

{K.K.WhWK.K.) = J(/t+ + A. + /_• + / - ) . (17)

where ± refers to the strangeness quantum number. As a result the interference pattern de-
pends on both «fccovpiin^distributions £>+(x,p) and £)_(z,p)of the Ko and T(o respectively.
Defining the reduced (Gamow corrected) identical kaon correlation function

* . (? ,* ) = £.(*•, M / X . ( f ) - 1 , (18)

where o = 3 , + , - for K.K., K+K+, and KK~, resp., and \, = 1, X± = (íc/ç)/(e* / f - 1)
ii the Gamow factor with q^ = 2Kam^, we find that

« ( * . * ) = f(k,)f(k7)R,(q,K) + ( 1 - / ( * , ) ) ( ! - / (**))«-(q,K)

l - / (*,)) /«-(q,K) (19)

The local K* fraction is the ratio of single inclusive cross sections given by

/(*) = D+(0,k)/D{0,k) = K+l(K* + K) = #fo/(#fo + J?o) , (20)

and the new interference term is

0,kl)D^0,k2)) (21)

For high baryon densities, we expect / = 1 - «, where e = K'[kL)/K*[ki,) < 1. To first
order in e for example,

R,(q,K) « (1 - 2t)R^q,K) + 2 ie-'K''+'-»/-(l - i(r?r+ + r'TOm^j,, - y2)
J) . (22)

Thii shows that the K, correlation function may have a two component structure if strangeness
distillation occurs. One component is just R± suppressed by the factor 1 - 2e, and the other
depends on the decoupling parameters of both strangeness and anti-strangeness.

The most suitable energy range for such studies is £(„<> ~ 1 0 - 1 5 AGeV (at the AGS)
where maximal baryon densities are likely to be achieved in Au -i Au collisions. At these
energies, c = K~/K* ~ 0.2 so that more conventional K~ K" interferometry is much more
difficult than K+ K+. In this case K,K, interferometry may be the only practical way to get
a glimpse of the anti-strangeness decoupling distribution
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5 Figure Captions
Fig. 1 Negative pion correlations in central §i.+Au reactions[6] as a function of transverse

momentum difference QT Parts (a,b) show data corrected for acceptance but uncor
rected for Coulomb and calculations including the Gamow factor. Parts (c,d) show
data corrected for Coulomb vs theory without Gamow. All calculations refer to a
decoupling phase space density parametrized as in Eq. (8). Parts (a,d) correspond
to RT = 3.5 and r = A T = 2 fm. Parts (b,d) correspond to Rj = T = 4.6 fm. In
all cases the correlations resulting from symmetrizing dynamics with (1) no resonance
(top histogram) (2) 1/10 Lund resonance fraction (dot-dashed histogram) and (3) Full
Lund resonance fractions (lower solid histograms) are shown.



Fig. 2 Upper panel shows Coulomb and acceptance corrected 2D data[6, 13) on
Right axis is f i in GeV/c, and left axis is ft- Lower panel shows corresponding lego
plot for the expected correlation function corresponding to the decoupling distribution
Eq.(8), with AT = T = 4.6 fm and assuming no resonance production.

Fig. 3 (a) 2D x1 comparison of top and bottom lego plots in Pig. 2. The jr* per bin is the
square of the difference between theory and data divided by the square of the quoted
experimental error (not shown above). Note the huge ridge- of very poor fit along

(b) Improved g2 comparison including a linear tilt degree of freedom in the (qi,q±)
plane with tilt parameters determined to minimize the global x* The ridge is reduced
but the overall fit remains poor.
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